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Project

Limmat
existing, out-of use car ramp

stainless steel anchor for
steel rope

steel rope for
climbing plants

BOTTOM

prefabricated, concrete "pipe" elements
⌀ 420cm, h: 350cm, thickness varying

waterpipes, composite construction
⌀ 45cm

grated floor, lying on concrete cornice

steel staircase, prefabricated
with grated floor steps

INSIDE

stainless steel, 500 m3
water tank

INSIDE

intake waterpipe

maintenance ladder

HEB steel profile

hollow section, square steel profile
20_20cm

HEB steel profile
7.5_7.5cm

grated floor elements

handrail

in-situ cast concrete cone

prefabricated concrete floor

prefabricated concrete elements,
two elements
⌀ 720 cm, h: 350cm, w: 35cm

in-cast steel anchor for main facade
structure

prefabricated, milled aluminum struts

hollow steel profiles, coated for
weather proofing, cable channel inside

vertical steel struts for PV panel
attachement

colored PV panels

grated floor, hangin in aluminum struts

OUTSIDE

tension cable

colored glas

OUTSIDE

anodized aluminum louvers

Outside Surface
condensed gravel   30 mm
growth layer

sand and soil 150 mm
foundation layer

frost-proof gravel 300 mm
condensed soil (gradient)

Kerbstone

planting area

Drainage

Cable Foundation

lower planting pot
root area

gravel and soil mix

Stainless steel anchor
400mm x 25mm

steel rope
⌀ 10 mm

Plinthe
in-situ casted,
reinforced

grated floor

stair elements
prefabricated

concrete

Door
metal door, coated
outwards opening

waterproofing

2%

joint
steel plate, casted in
prefabricated concrete
element

threaded bolt
carbon steel
⌀ 80 mm

threaded bolt
carbon steel
⌀ 60mm

threaded bolt
carbon steel
⌀ 30mm

joint
steel plate,

casted in prefabricated
concrete element

with connection plate
for tension strut

water tank
500 m3

stainless steel

u-profile
stainless steel

ventilation

plug connection

connecting box
bringing power from PV panel to
electricity pipe and to controlling room
with power inverter

steel profile
rectangular, 200_200 mm

hollow section

connection
guardrail screwed to
steelprofile

steel bar
30_10 mm

handrail
steel pipe, coated

hollow profile
⌀ 50 mm

aluminum rib mesh
filling for guardrail

angular steel
carbon steel, 7mm
stop for PV panel in
position zero

thinfilm photovoltaic panel (13.35 mm)
front glass, coloured (6 mm)
PVB foil (1.35 mm)
rear glass (6 mm)
tilted attachement (1°)

steel truss
HEB
350_250 mm

head plate
steel, cast-in
for connection
with truss

steel profile
HEB

75_75 mm

grated floor

anchor
EC anchors for multistrand
post tension system

cornice
for support of grated

floor element

ring anchor
special reinforcement

for power transfer of
terrace structure

strut
milled aluminum,
prefabricated, coated

tension strut
coated aluminum

circular tube
⌀ 20 mm

maintenance floor
prefabricated

grated floor elements

neonlight tube
⌀ 50 mm

type 840 "cool white"

steel profile
150_40mm
coated,
for cable routing

PV panel framing

steel pipe
⌀ 45mm, coated
for cable routing
and panel movement

inner tension cables
round plastic duct 
cement grout
cable bundles

round recess
for inner post-tension

cables

warm water outlet
composite pipe

⌀ 500 mm

pipe clamp
connection to
concrete wall

Original Use
Interim Use
New Use
No Use

Wind louvers
rotatable, anodized
aluminum sheets

open position (night)
42° inclination to allow
entering of
cold air stream

steel pipe
⌀ 40mm
rotatable, motorized
coated

closed position
(bad weather/winter)
1° inclination
overlapping of the
panels for
watertightness

main construction
prefabricated,
coated aluminum
elements

Day Position
10° inclination
for controlled outlet

KorridorLager

Prestressing
Multistrand System
EC anchorage

Pumping
ACP end suction pump
up to 9000 m3/h

Heat Production
Air-Water heat pump

Terrace Connection
casted ring anchor with
head plate

PV inverter
converting
DC to AC

Butterfly

Bee

Fly

Bug

Common Swift

HYBRIDITY THROUGH REUSE
Another important aspect of the project is its footprint and implementation on the site. The
reuse of the ramp and its existing structure allows for a minimal footprint that will make
more free space on groundfloor level possible. An area of total 450 m2 will be de-sealed
and a new public space is established on the inside of the ramp. The new core structure
will help to maintain the listed ramp, keep its see-through-perception and the new use will
give the now dead area a new purpose. Also will part of the concrete construction be built
with recycled material from the Hardturm parking lot that will be demolished to make space
for the new stadium and high rises. The ramp will also be a new way to get up to the park
deck that was before solely dedicated to cars but will now convert into a hang-out space.

City Energy Fortress

ENERGY

Growing mass consumption in a capitalist society shapes the given plot and is the reason
for the present situation. Enormous amounts of goods have to be transferred everyday
from all over the world and for the city of Zurich, most of them go via Engros and Migros,
making this area the central trading hub.

The inevitable advantage of trading hubs this close to the city center is that they shorten
travel of food and have a high adaptability to future developments, e.g. "cargo souterrain".
This is also why a place like Engros maintained its significance until today. Still we do have
to rethink our consumption - not only of goods but especially of energy. Todays cities
depend on decentralized retail and energy production. In Switzerland, the most energy
comes from atomic energy plants and hydropower, especially for electricity but also for
specific heat like warm water. Huge road and pipeline networks are built to connect
citiziens with the needed goods. As consequence, surface areas are sealed to allow fast
and uncomplicated transportation.

Also Herdern Areal suffers from this sealing to allow 40-ton-trucks to provide the citizens of
Zurich with daily fresh goods. In combination with future densification through the
Hardturm buildings, the last vast green space disappears and convertes this specific plot
into a night and day urban heat island.

CITY

The city of Zurich has a very particular modus of existence. Its development in separated
quarters does not make a homogenous fabric but allows many different appearances side
by side. One of these quarters is the former factory quarter called Escher-Wyss, where the
given building site is located. From the 20th century on, machine and fabric factories
located themselves on the outskirts of the city, taking the advantages of short distances,
good connection via train and the energy and transportation that the Limmat provided. In
the development of society and politics during the 20th century, prosperity grew and with it
the city and its infrastructure, impacting factories - meaning those ones that produce
smoke or smell - were pushed towards periphery and big companies like Migros ensured
themselves a valuable piece of land for their headquarters. As the infrastructural
connection got better, places like Engros came to live, highly dependant on the good
connection to the highways.

Starting the 21st century and facing growing population and mass consumption, free
spaces in the city got rare and especially the quarter Escher Wyss experienced a
huge wave of reuse and gentrification. Where formerly milk products were
manufactured, a new university complex is established. Free plots are filled with
financial buildings and big scale housing-office hybrids, only aming profit
maximization. In between, bigger and bigger streets are taking away the leftover
green spots and traffic is expected to even increase about 30% until 2030.
Infrastructural elements like the Migros spiral ramp or the one belonging to Toni-Areal
are abandoned and serve as contemporary witness of times gone by. A rather unlively
neighbourhood came to live, where public spaces were pushed on rooftops, not
accesible for those who don't know the spaces and where streets and infrastructural
needs took over.

It is time to tackle this problem from a local point of view and incorporate the here
existing energy and urban potentials into the city fabric. The resulting city heat island
in this area is used to maintain a windtower that works in both directions: by day as
solar chimney, sucking warm air from the street level; by night as windcatcher that
traps the cool west wind and brings it down to the street. In combination with an
enormous de-sealing of the ground floor area, a change of the PET temperature of
-5° C can be expected, allowing not only comfortable temperatures for pedestrians
but also for the workers of Engros.

In combination with solar power, the mere windtower offers itself as an energy hub,
that can as well serve as energy reservoir. Sunlight is converted into power through
Photovoltaic panels, placed on all sides of the tower. It is saved in form of warm water
that is stored in a 1`000 m3 warm water reservoir inside the tower. Also all the waste
heat from the Migros areal is used to heat this energy reservoir, that will be able to
provide half of the annual warm water consume of the Betriebszentrale Migros
Herdern.

The amount of electricity that will be necessary to light up the tower in the night and
supply the additional uses I implement on the ramp, can be produced locally and
sustainably. Leftover electricity will be fed into the existing electricity grid.

Into the mostly grey and asphalty area, the project implements a green space that not
only serves as absorbant for the CO2 production of the massively used
Pfingstweidstrasse but also as new meeting point. The whole ramp until the upper
terrace will be a new public space, still separated from the Migros Area so that no
collisions between trucks and pedestrians occur, but with a new visible connection to the
space and the allowance to participate and use the given space.
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